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Ruchkall, David

From: chuck gulay <cgulay@mymts.net>
Sent: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 11:07 AM
To: Ruchkall, David
Subject: RE: Winnipeg Concourse - Richardson Building Down Escalator No 6 - Work Order 

1500028023 was submitted

Importance: High

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

Categories: Important, Me, ELEVATORS

Hi David. I meant to send you a note on Friday

We contacted Kone, however they were unable to attend to the escalator due to a high volume of call backs on
elevators due to the weather (high heat).
They would also need a purchase order to send a crew to attend to the escalator for exploratory work. Olli from KONE
also indicated that KONE's invoice for the escalator work is outstanding.

On Friday I attended to the escalator. I opened up the top inspection cover and ran the unit. There is an intermittent
grinding noise coming from the step chain drive area. That is located about two meters from the upper transition on the
right side of the escalator (looking down). It is not coming from the brake, controller, anti reversal switch, or any
individual step (where KONE replaced step rollers). The step drive chain is (has been since the escalator) slightly
dragging in its' track. It has stretched over the years and when that escalator is run in the down direction the chain
bottom goes slack and it drags in the track.

The only work KONE did in that area is clean. It is not going to be warranty work.

My recommendation is to get your preferred contractor in there to open up the escalator, remove the necessary
number of steps, and replace both step chains. At that time the noise coming from that area can be identified and
resolved. I think it is probably a bearing going bad in a step chain guide bearing.

I spoke to John Bell at Winnipeg Elevator. They are willing to get in there to replace step chains and get your escalator
running. However they are in the same position as KONE, they are short due to summer holidays, they had the same
issue with the heat and the call backs, and now they have water issues to deal with to get elevators up and running,

I'll work on an approximate cost for you for step chains for this afternoon.

Chuck

Original Message
From: Ruchkall, David [mailto:DRuchkall@winnipeg.ca]
Sent: August 25, 2015 7:37 AM
To: 'chuck gulay'
Subject: RE: Winnipeg Concourse Richardson Building Down Escalator No 6 Work Order 1500028023 was submitted

Hi Chuck,

Gulay Elevator Services Inc.

Gulay Elevator Services Inc.

August 21,2015


